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6 reasons to choose KKP Kubermatic Kubernetes Platform

Full-scale cloud migration is rare. KKP allows for a hybrid approach to IT modernization with an integrated Kubernetes
platform that comes ready to build and manage applications. You can gain efficiencies quickly without having to
create a system from scratch.
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Integrate existing infrastructure
with cloud-native apps
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Manage both containers and
virtual machines
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Deploy and manage workloads
anywhere at any scale
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Your customers rely on the consistent delivery of the
current services you provide, while the market demands
continual innovation. Move existing workloads and
expensive legacy applications to the cloud where you
can expect future return on investment in a cloud-native
environment.

Many organizations are moving from virtualized
infrastructure to containers. To facilitate this transition,
Kubermatic Kubernetes Platform can orchestrate and
manage across both containers and virtual machines.
Look to automation to increase ROI for your business.

With a reliable cloud infrastructure in place, business
transformation is all about apps. KKP lets you work
across every environment - from public, private, or
hybrid clouds, to data-center and edge locations.
KKP enables you to operate consistently across
environments.
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Optimize resources with one
tech stack

When you adopt a container platform with Kubernetes
at the core, you can complete it by hardening it for
enterprise use and adding additional tools to provision,
manage, and scale your systems. Avoid commercial
distributions of Kubernetes that include open source
components but then lock you into a proprietary
platform.

Use tools to allow for
standardized workflows

Artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML), edge
computing, and the Internet of Things (IoT) will push
organizations into yet another level of competitiveness.
The right application development platform will provide
a consistent work environment and act as a foundation
for innovation.

Benefit from a tested and
certified platform

KKP provides the tools you need to operate
successfully in a hybrid-cloud environment. Build with
Kubermatic using trusted cloud providers and software
on a platform that connects to an integrated ecosystem
of complementary cloud-native tools.

SVA Software is a leading provider of enterprise software solutions that deliver reliable and high-performing products from mainframe
optimization solutions to VMware license assessments, and more. We help you monitor, optimize, and report on your business-critcial
infrastructure giving you the visibility you need to take decisive action. As a strategic partner to systems integrators, vendors, and customers,
SVASoftware.com SVA Software can help organizations prepare for the digital future.
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